NUDO E SELVAGGIO  (ITALY/BRAZIL, 1985)
(Other titles: A Baixada dos Dinosauros; Cannibal ferox 2; Massacre in Dinosaur Valley; Perdidos no Vale dos Dinossauros; Stranded in Dinosaur Valley)

Credits: director/writer, Michele Massimo Tarantini (as Michael B. Lemick)
Cast: Michael Sopkiw, Suzane Carvalho, Milton Morris, Andy Silas.
Summary: Action/adventure/sexploitation film set in contemporary Brazil. Paleontologist Kevin Hall (Sopkiw) has come to Brazil to hunt for dinosaur bones and manages to secure a ride on a charter flight with Prof. Ibanez and his daughter Eva (Carvalho) to Dinosaur Valley deep in Amazonia. The passengers on the plane also include a paranoid Vietnam vet (Morris), his wife, a photographer, and his two models, Belinda and Monica. When the plane crashes in the jungle, Kevin and the other characters are left on their own to trek back to civilization. They encounter cannibals, quick sand, murderous animals, and a mine run by renegades using slave labor. Kevin and Eva are the only two to escape alive.
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